Auburn Airport Shuttle instructions for American Airlines passengers

Follow the orange arrows on the map

1. Once you land and depart the airplane, begin looking for signs leading to American Airlines’ baggage claim. Baggage claim for American Airlines is located in Concourse T, unlike baggage claim for other airlines, which is located in the domestic terminal.
2. Once you find American Airlines' baggage claim and locate your luggage, go up the escalator located nearby.
3. After exiting the escalator, walk down the main corridor past the airline ticketing/check-in stations until you reach the Domestic Terminal North baggage claim. (see map to the left)
4. Once you reach Domestic Terminal North baggage claim, turn left and go into the Atrium. (see map to the left)
5. Once inside the Atrium, you should see the clock tower (see image below). Nearby, you should find a person or group of people wearing orange Auburn shirts and carrying a sign that says “Auburn.”
6. From there, your Auburn University liaisons will take you to the Auburn Airport Shuttle.